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Launch Sale: Just 99c, guaranteed for 24 hours only! Save 75% over the regular price of $3.99.A

sexy billionaire pregnancy romance by Shanade White of BWWM Club. Features another free

bonus book.After losing both her parents and grandparents, New Yorker Brooke longs for a new

start.So when offered an opportunity to be manager of Coldwater Canyon, she jumps at the

chance.Things start out well, but when she finds an injured man out front, things take an interesting

change.The manÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s name is Calvin, and as Brooke nurses his gunshot wound back to

health, she finds herself falling for this mysterious and well off man.Once recovered, he flies back

and forth to attend to his business in South Africa, and Brooke misses him like crazy.HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

finding it torture to leave her, too, and once she becomes pregnant, he vows his next trip will be his

last.But with Calvin holding a huge secret from Brooke, and the people who shot him still in the

picture, can this couple realistically make things work?Find out in this thrilling yet deeply touching

romance by Shanade White of BWWM Club.Suitable for over 18s only due to sex scenes so hot,

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be dreaming of your own jet setting hunk.
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Here is another of the stories of the brothers who reside in Coldwater Canyon and is connected

either by blood or friendship with the Billionaire Terrell Brothers. In this novel however we meet the

other two brothers of Cooper Montgomery whose names are Calvin (our hero) and Carter

(introduced and I expect to read his story next). Our hero ends up being shot trying to rescue the

children of his brother Cooper and his now fiancee Paige and end up being cared for by our heroine

Brooke. Fast forward a few months and we find our hero and heroine recognizing that they are now

falling in love with each other. What I like most about Shanade White's books is how well she

incorporates characters from previous books and allows them all to become friends and family

whether blood or not. I enjoyed this book immensely as I have all of the ones before and

recommend that anyone who likes true romance novels with a cowboy flavor to pick up this book

and enjoy.

I so love this series. Love the tattoos, I have one little problem on the cover of all the books in the

series the author always describe the hero but she never mention the tattoos. The heroine has lost

her parents and her grandparents. She is not sure what to do. Her friend Winter suggest she make

a change, move to Canyon Creek and run a bed a breakfast. After she had been there a couple of

days, one night during a storm there is a noise outside and she find a man laying in her yard with a

bullet wound. Calvin is not sure what happened, he wake up to this beautiful woman. This story has

a bit of suspense and mystery. Love catching up with some of the characters from the previous

books in the series. The bonus was awesome.

Brook has gone through a couple of tragedies. So when her friend tells her about a job hat will give

he a change of pace and scenery, she jumps at the opportunity. When she first meets Calvin, he

has been shot. As she nurses him back to health, she gets a feeling that she has never felt before.

Calvin woos her to try to gain her heart, and it worked. She falls head over heals for him and he for

her. However danger lurks around the corner.Kudos to Shanade White for this book in the Brothers

of Money series. Not only was this book good, but she has outdone herself with the whole series!

I enjoyed reading Calvin and Brooke's story. Loved all the other characters too. Brooke was looking

for a change in her life and boy did she find it in Calvin. I would absolutely recommend this book to

anyone who enjoy reading a romantic story. Great job Shanade.

Enjoyed the story of Calvin and Brooke. Needed better editing but overall a good read.



I like all of the brothers from money books

I love the Terrell series. Even though there are some implausible situations in some of her books

(book 2 gun shoot out at major football arena no news coverage or missing professional football

player sounds no alarms-seriously?!). Ms. White never describes her male leads in detail, they are

all tall, muscular and she give their eye color. All the women has suffered some lost

/injury/withholding a secret. Never Let Go for me was a hard to read because their courtship was so

sugary sweet, Brooke was at times full doubt every time a blip popped on the radar, he travels to

dangerous places, got pregnant but they never talked about kids, every one she loves dies, Marissa

or Paige had to comfort or distract her when fell into a slump. It was as if she was immature

teenager not a mature adult-yuck. I got annoyed that Brooke was on the verge of tears so often.

Calvin's name was written instead of Carter twice or three times. The  River/forest is in South

America not in South Africa. A general Santiago in South Africa, how did that happen?! Why was

Carter Brooke's ob/gyn when she saw a doctor when she visited LA? Carter MD delivers their child

with Marissa instead of a nurse or midwife? It looks like Marissa is going be what Sabrina is in

Colorado-the go to lead female for all things happening in Coldwater Canyon; I assume on top of

running her very successful fashion line, traveling to the safe charity Scott has approved and raising

their barely mentioned son Jonathan.

Calvin and Brooke are adorable! Loved their story. Although I enjoyed the story, the errors were

really frustrating! The  isn't in South Africa, it's in South America and mixing up the brother's names

and calling Cooper Calvin and calling Carter Calvin really caused some major confusion at

times.Again, loved the story, just get a better editor next time! Hope book 10 doesn't have the same

editing issues!
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